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ABSTRACT Cyber-attacks are evolving at a disturbing rate. Data breaches, ransomware attacks, cryptojacking, malware and phishing attacks are now rampant. In this era of cyber warfare, the software industry
is also growing with an increasing number of software being used in all domains of life. This evolution has
added to the problems of software vendors and users where they have to prevent a wide range of attacks.
Existing watermark detection solutions have a low detection rate in the software. In order to address this issue,
this paper proposes a novel blind Zero code based Watermark detection approach named KeySplitWatermark,
for the protection of software against cyber-attacks. The algorithm adds watermark logically into the code
utilizing the inherent properties of code and gives a robust solution. The embedding algorithm uses keywords
to make segments of the code to produce a key-dependent on the watermark. The extraction algorithms use
this key to remove watermark and detect tampering. When tampering increases to a certain user-defined
threshold, the original software code is restored making it resilient against attacks. KeySplitWatermark is
evaluated on tampering attacks on three unique samples with two distinct watermarks. The outcomes show
that the proposed approach reports promising results against cyber-attacks that are powerful and viable.
We compared the performance of our proposal with state-of-the-art works using two different software
codes. Our results depict that KeySplitWatermark correctly detects watermarks, resulting in up to 15.95 and
17.43 percent reduction in execution time on given code samples with no increase in program size and
independent of watermark size.
INDEX TERMS Cyber-attacks, watermarking, software, algorithm, blind detection, attack models, security.
I. INTRODUCTION

In the 21st century, with enormous computational power,
high-speed internet, Internet of Things and Blockchain technology, business can be done using Bitcoins. It shows that
digital contents are widespread on a wide range of connected devices. Individuals of the current electronic era are
sharing information in real-time but at the same time face
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Luca Ardito
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the problems of evolving cyber-attacks on their data, software, systems, devices, and services. Digital forgeries, cyber
frauds, malware, smart bot (DDoS) attacks, software and data
breaches are quite common [1].
Digital objects such as software, databases, images, audio,
videos, and webpages get created and widely distributed over
the internet in no time. Hackers try to break the security layer
of the system by exploiting the known software vulnerabilities and then attack using viruses, malware, Trojan horses,
logic bombs, backdoors, etc. Software codes are modified by
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FIGURE 1. Graphical representation of conventional watermarking.

malicious attackers to create malware and cause harm to the
software systems. According to Symantec’s Internet Security
Threat Report, 2018 [2], 99.9% of applications on third-party
App stores are malware. Software protection and increasing
its resilience is crucial for prevention against cyber-attacks.
Software is an important digital component as it is the
foundation of a computer, internet, and all communication
infrastructures. Software applications are being developed
with a rapid rate for communication, education, commerce,
health care, cloud, and many other domains. At the same
time software can be attacked and used for totally different
or malicious purposes in no time. Common Vulnerabilities
and Exposures database [3], [4] shows that more and more
new vulnerabilities are getting disclosed with each passing
day and today’s software is more vulnerable to cyber-attacks.
Exploiting vulnerabilities in software code can make it serve
a totally different purpose and can be exploited by cybercriminals to perform an attack.
The existing traditional watermarking extraction needs to
provide real watermark locations. It poses a great threat to the
security of watermarks because it cannot ensure whether the
watermark locations will be leaked as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 2 explains the process of watermarking the original
source code using a blind Code based Zero Watermark algorithm. The claimer firstly scrambles the source code and the
watermark positions are sent to the verifier, who will perform
the watermark detection. If the scrambling parameters are
not public, the verifier cannot derive the original watermark
positions.
The zero watermarking embedding algorithm utilizes [5]
the software code’s structure and watermark to construct a
key. This key must be registered with Certification Authority (CA) along with the original watermark. In case an attack
is suspected as per user settings, the extraction algorithm
extracts the key from tampered software source code and
can identify tampering by matching this key with the CA.
In the case of tampering, if the payload is greater than a
threshold then the original software code will get restored.
VOLUME 8, 2020

FIGURE 2. Process of zero blind watermarking.

The KeySplitWatermark is evaluated on three different software samples and two different watermarks. Experimental results prove the robustness of the algorithm under
attacks.
We propose KeySplitWatermark, a novel approach based
on blind zero watermarking to protect software source code
against cyber-attack. The algorithm is blind and adds watermark logically into the code using the inherent properties of
code and provides a robust solution. The algorithm is made
up of two constituents: embedding algorithm and extraction
algorithm. The algorithm creates a key using a watermark
and can retrieve the key of the software even after it gets
attacked or tampered. In case software undergoes an attack
and tampering is detected, the original code can be restored
causing attack effects to get nullified. Specifically, this work
makes the following contributions to the cybersecurity and
software watermarking community in the following ways:
1) A novel approach based on watermarking to protect
software code against the attack that does not alter the
software code to embed watermark.
2) No assumption about software code, programming language or length is made.
3) A novel reactive approach to cyber-attacks to increase
software resilience.
4) Cyber-attacks on software code can be detected and
the original software code can be restored if tampering
increases to a user-defined threshold.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
provides an overview of the previous efforts done in the
software watermarking domain and for the cybersecurity of
software. The proposed embedding and extraction algorithms
are stated in detail in Section III. Section IV presents experimental results under tampering attacks with three distinct
samples and two watermarks. We evaluate the performance
of the proposed approach on a total of nine attacked samples. Section V presents a comparative analysis with stateof-the-art works. Section VI concludes this paper along with
the directions for the future works.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Software watermarking is an evolving research area and several competitive software companies are claiming to be creating secure software codes. A robust, efficient and resilient
software watermarking solution can be a game-changer for
the information security [6]–[9] and software development
community. Cyber-attacks on software are very common
these days as more and more software vulnerabilities are
being disclosed. Digital watermarking can provide solutions
that can be helpful for software protection, content authentication, integrity checking, and fingerprinting. Several guidelines and approaches do exist for secure software development [3].
Davis [5] provided an overview of existing processes,
standards, life-cycle models, frameworks, and methodologies
that support or could support secure software development.
McGraw [10] suggested 7 touchpoint activity areas, connecting to software development artifacts to build secure software.
Vulnerability scanning approach [11] based on an automated pattern-matching tool has also been used to identify vulnerabilities in software code. OWASP [12] provides
a standard Secure Software Development Life Cycle and
helps developers to know what should be considered or best
practices at each phase of a development Life Cycle and
has recently suggested the top 10 security controls for web
application developers. Figure 3 gives a brief overview of
currently available software protection tools.
Many software watermarking methodologies have been
proposed in the last several decades [12]–[14]. The existing approaches towards software security are proactive
approaches where the focus is on developing secure software following all stages of secure software development life
cycle.
Software watermarking has been done in several ways during the last two decades, which includes static and dynamic
software watermarking techniques. These techniques are
based on software code, FP tree, registration allocation,
graph-based, dynamic path, and many others. Some of the
major techniques are grouped as follows:
A. RE-ORDERING ALGORITHMS

Re-ordering algorithms are static software watermarking
algorithms that use semantics-preserving transformations to
place a watermark in a permutation of the existing code.
Davidson and Myhrvold proposed the first block reordering
algorithm in 1996 [13]. Later, Myles et al. evaluated the
effectiveness of this algorithm on Java byte code using Sandmark [14]. Gong et al. proposed a watermarking method for
Java that analyzes the format of the Java class file and then
re-order the indexes to embed watermark [15].
B. REGISTER ALLOCATION ALGORITHMS

Register allocation is considered as constraint-based static
software watermarking technique. Based on this concept, Qu and Potkonjak suggested a QP algorithm for
72652

watermarking the graph coloring problem through register
allocation [16]. After this, Myles and Collberg implemented
this algorithm in Sand Mark, named as QPS algorithm
and performed its empirical evaluation [17]. Later, Zhu and
Thomborson proposed a further improvement which they call
the QPI algorithm [18].
C. SPREAD-SPECTRUM ALGORITHMS

These methods utilize ideas from spread spectrum radio communications. Cox et al. proposed the idea to insert watermark
in spectral components of data [19]. Later, Stern et al. introduced a robust object watermarking scheme which was more
resilient against collusion attacks [20].
D. OPAQUE PREDICATE ALGORITHMS

Collberg et. al proposed the idea of opaque constructs
in 1998 [21]. Arboit et. al proposed two methods for watermarking Java programs that use opaque predicates [22]. Later,
this method was assessed by Myles and Collberg who implemented both static and dynamic versions within the SandMark framework [23].
E. ABSTRACT INTERPRETATION ALGORITHMS

Abstract interpretation is a static analysis technique used
for, among other things, the verification of software. Cousot
and Cousot presented an abstract interpretation algorithm
that embedded the watermark in values assigned to selected
integer local variables at run time [24]. Preda and Pasqua
proposed a semantic approach to software watermarking
where they modeled the ability of the attacker to identify
the signature in the framework of abstract interpretation as
a completeness property [25].
F. DYNAMIC PATH AND GRAPH-BASED ALGORITHMS

Collberg et al. proposed a dynamic path algorithm that
inserts a watermark in the runtime branch structure of a
program [26]. Graph-based watermarking algorithms rely
on the fact that graph-generating code is difficult to analyze. Collberg and Thomborson proposed the first dynamic
graph-based software watermarking algorithm [27], [28].
G. CODE REPLACEMENT ALGORITHMS

First patented software watermarking efforts used the idea
of code replacement; that is, the watermark value replaced
the pre-decided part of code [29], [30]. Monden et al. have
explored watermarking of java programs and proposed several techniques by swapping byte code within dummy methods (implemented as jmark) [31], [32].
Yu et al. proposed an algorithm for software protection
in cloud [33]. Guang et. al then recently proposed an algorithm for the protection of software in the cloud by rigorous
theoretic treatment [34]. Hayoma et al. proposed a dynamic
software watermarking approach using return-oriented programming [35]. Owned et al. shed light on the importance of
security against malware and hijacking techniques [36]–[38].
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FIGURE 3. Tools for software watermarking used in literature.

Protecting software against cyber-attacks is crucial and
software watermarking is one of the solutions which can be
used to protect it after the attack on it happens and it can prevent damages. The existing approaches to software security
are proactive and focus more on writing secure codes but none
of the approaches focuses on making software resilient once
the attack has already happened.
III. PROPOSED WORK

Protecting software against cyber-attacks is one of the most
important concerns in the digital community. Watermarking
which was initially used for copyright protection can now be
used for software protection. The process of incorporation of
a watermark into software that can uniquely identify the copyright owner of the software is called software watermarking.
Software watermarking proves ownership but besides this,
it also identifies tampering. If tampering increases to a certain
threshold or follows a certain pattern, it may be a clear indicator for an upcoming cyber-attack. The upcoming cyber-attack
can make that software a malware or a bot used for the next
attack. In case tampering gets detected in real-time, the tampered version of the software can be replaced with the original
version (registered with CA in the name of the copyright
owner). In this way, an attacker won’t be able to launch
an attack. Many programming languages for software, its
existence in executable form and dynamic interpretation and
storage are some of the challenges and properties that need
to be considered by any software watermarking technique.
VOLUME 8, 2020

The integral requirements of a standard watermarking technique like robustness, imperceptibility, capacity, and security
also need to be addressed.
We propose novel watermarking based algorithms for the
protection of computer software against attacks. KeySplitWatermark first analyzes software code to identify the keywords then make the partitions of the code on the basis of
the selected keyword. The algorithm generates a unique key
using the keywords and software code itself. If any copyright
concern is raised in the future, this key can be used to demonstrate ownership. The embedding algorithm does not perform
any tampering in software code to watermark it and extraction
algorithms do not require watermark as input which makes it
blind.
Figure 4 explains the KeySplitWatermark where embedding algorithm takes the following inputs:
1) Original code: Original software code which is to be
watermarked.
2) Cipher: A digital value to be used in the key generation
process.
3) Watermark: A group of ASCII characters.
The embedding algorithm generates the owner key as an
output. That key is recorded with the CA and then further used
to extract watermark (if needed). The extraction algorithm
takes the following inputs:
1) Attacked code file: A software code file that is tampered with and or used illegally as copyright infringement.
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Algorithm 1 Working of Embedding Algorithm (z26 )
Represents the 26 Alphabets (a-Z)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
FIGURE 4. Block diagram of proposed approach.

12
13
14

2) Owner key: It is acquired from the certification authority to identify the original owner.
A trusted Certificate Authority (CA) is a requirement for
this algorithm that registers the contents in the name of
the copyright owner. Whenever an attack is suspected, this
trusted third party performs watermark extraction and in
case tampering is detected, it provides the original software
code for restoration. The tampered code gets replaced with
original code making the attacker’s actions null and void.
The watermarking algorithm is made up of two constituents;
watermark embedding and watermark extraction. Watermark
embedding is performed by the original owner of the software
and extraction is done later by a trusted third party.
The extraction algorithm takes two inputs: 1) attacked code
and 2) owner key, and then extracts the watermark. This
watermark later proves the identity of the original owner and
then to restore the original code.

15
16
17
18
19
20

Input C
Preprocess C
Count occurrences of all characters
Count occurrences of all keywords
Display top 10 character list and input W
Display top 5 keywords and input KW
Partition C based on KW
Identifying MOC from each partition and populate
MOC list
For each letter of W, repeat step 10
if wj ǫMOC then
key[i]=0;
where j=1,2,. . . wl keyi+1=PN(MOC)
else if wj ∈
/ MOC then
key[i]=0; where j=1,2,. . . wl
keyi+1=PN(MOC)
else
key[1+1]=(wj + k)Mod26
where k is in z26
OK = concatenate (KW, Key)
Output OK

W
SC
C
MOC

Watermark
KW Keyword
Shift Cipher
OK Owner Key
Software source code
PN Partition number
Maximum Occurring Character

with a certification authority with original code, date and
time. This code would be used to replace the tampered code
at a later stage if the need arises.

A. EMBEDDING ALGORITHM

B. EXTRACTION ALGORITHM

The embedding algorithm inserts the watermark in the software code/program and generates an owner key utilizing
keywords of the programming language in the program. The
detailed watermark embedding algorithm is stated as follows:
In this algorithm, software code is first preprocessed to
identify the most occurring ten characters and the most
occurring five keywords. It is then partitioned based on the
user-selected keyword. After that, the maximum occurring
alphabetical character is identified from each partition to
populate the MOC list. This MOC list is used to create the
owner key based on the given watermark. Each letter of the
watermark is compared with each letter in the MOC list if it
is matched then the key is populated with digit 0 (indicating
direct method) and partition number (PN). If the letter of the
watermark is not found in the MOC list then it is populated
by using shift ciphering method (SC), but first with digit
1 indicating indicates indirect method. The keyword is then
combined with the key to generating the owner key (OK). The
original watermark (W) and owner key (OK) are registered

The extraction algorithm extracts the watermark from the
software code when needed. It uses the watermark key previously generated by the embedding algorithm as input and
extracts watermark from the attacked software code. This
algorithm is kept with the trusted third party i.e. Certification
Authority.
The extraction algorithm is as follows:
In this algorithm, the attacked code (Ca ) is partitioned
using the keyword (KW) obtained from the owner key (OK).
After this, the maximum occurring character (MOC) from
each partition is identified and the MOC list is populated.
The contents of the watermark key (WK) are later used
to attain watermark from the source code. The extracted
watermark can then be matched with the original watermark
previously registered with CA to prove ownership by using
any pattern matching metric (e.g. similarity index). In case
matching increases a user-defined threshold or in case a
certain tampering pattern is found, the original software code
replaces the tampered code.
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Algorithm 2 Working of Extraction Algorithm
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Input Ca
Preprocess Ca
Partition C based on KW (Obtained from OK)
Identify MOC from each partition and make MOC list
L1 = length (KW), keyindex = L1 + 1, L2 =length(W)
while keyindex < L2 do
if OKi++ = 0 then
We (I)= MOC (PN)

10

else
We (I ) = ReverseSC

11

Increment I

9

12

Output We
FIGURE 5. Accuracy of the retrieved watermark samples with both
watermarks.

Ca
W
OK
MOC

Attacked code
KW Keyword
Watermark
We Extracted Watermak
Owner Key
SC Shift Cipher
Maximum Occurring Character

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed KeySplitWatermark, we used three different samples of software source
codes and we name these as S1, S2, and S3. These samples
are obtained from three independent sources of code written
in the C++ programming language, a bus reservation system [39], a hospital management system [40] and a student
information system [41]. These code samples include classes,
public member functions, iteration, and decision structures.
The KeySplitWatermark does not dependent on any specific
programming language and can be executed in the same way
on codes written in other programming languages.
Two different watermark samples (WM1 and WM2) are
used of 370 and 592 characters respectively. Details about
three software code samples (S1, S2, and S3) and two watermark samples (WM1 and WM2) obtained from [42] and [43]
are mentioned in Table 6. The chosen samples vary in several
lines of words, lines of code (LOCs) and several special
characters.
Possible attacks on software source code are termed as
tampering which means random insertion and deletion of
words and lines; to and from the software source code. In code
obfuscation attacks, software codes are modified to serve
the desired purpose whether it be a malicious activity or
copyright violation or any other. Tampering can be made at
a single location in code to make it do something different
which is termed as localized tampering or it is done at multiple different points in code which is named as dispersed
tampering. The location and volume of tampering in software
code cannot be anticipated in advance by software owner as
he/she may not know the intention of the attacker. Generally,
attackers make combined insertion and deletion attack to
insert their piece of malicious code. Therefore, the KeySplitWatermark is evaluated against such type of attacks.
VOLUME 8, 2020

The original code samples S1, S2 and S3 are given to three
different individuals (software programmers) to perform
tampering attacks independently. Three attack samples of
each sample are obtained. Details of attacked code samples
can be seen in Tables 2, 3 and 4. Table 2 shows that for S1,
attackers reduced lines of code and number of words significantly in first and third attacked samples (S1A1 and S1A3).
Code sample S2 is also attacked significantly which
resulted in the reduction of lines of codes (LOCs) for all three
attack samples, particularly in the first sample (S2A1) more
than 80 lines of codes are removed and up to 500 characters
are removed (Table 3).
Table 4 shows the attack impact on code sample 3 where
more than 90 lines of codes got reduced for attacked sample 3
(S3A3) representing significant modification on the original
code sample.
We conduct experiments to assess the performance of
the KeySplitWatermark on all the attacked samples. The
extracted watermarks are compared with the original watermarks generated by the embedding algorithm using original
code samples.
First, we evaluate the performance of the KeySplitWatermark on code sample 1 (S1) using both watermarks WM1 and
WM2 on all three attacked code samples (S1A1, S1A2, and
S1A3). Figure 5 shows the accuracy of the retrieved watermark samples with both watermarks. It can be observed that
watermark accuracy is more than 76% on both watermarks
for all samples and above 81% on average. This is considered
sufficient to identify the original copyright owner of the
software code. Once the original copyright owner gets identified, the original software code replaces tampered code and
cancels the attacker’s efforts of either performing attack on a
user’s system or making it perform the network-based attack.
Hence, the performance/functionality of software remains
unaltered and exploit codes make no use for attackers shown
in Figure 5.
Next, a similar experiment is performed for sample 2 (S2). Figure 6 shows the accuracy of the obtained
watermark on attacked samples (S2A1, S2A2, and S2A3).
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TABLE 1. Detail of original code files and watermark samples.

TABLE 2. Details of three attacked samples (S1A1, S1A2, AND S1A3) obtained after attack on original code sample S1.

TABLE 3. Details of three attacked samples (S2A1, S2A2, AND S2A3) obtained after attack on original code sample S2.

TABLE 4. Details of three attacked samples (S3A1, S3A2, AND S3A3) obtained after attack on original code sample S3.

TABLE 5. Comparative table of the State-of-art-work. Ke GT- Graph Theoretic, PB - Path/branch, MM - Mathematical Model, EB - Encoded Binary.

Average watermark accuracy is above 70% using both watermarks. S2A1 is a significantly attacked sample. Accuracy of
extracted watermarks on this sample is 76.11% and 71.58%
for WM1 and WM2 respectively which shows the robustness
of KeySplitWatermark.
Then, we test our KeySplitWatermarks on the third code
sample (S3). Figure 7 shows the accuracy of the obtained
watermark on attacked samples (S3A1, S3A2, and S3A3).
The average watermark accuracy for both watermarks
remained greater than 90%. S3A3 sample is obtained after
massive tampering (reduction in 90 LoCs) but we are still able
to achieve 81.16 and 79.75% accuracy on that sample.
Experimental results show that the algorithm poses good
resistance against tampering attacks of different types and
volume as even in the worst case (S2A1) 69.56% watermark
is successfully retrieved which is sufficient to identify the
original software owner. The results prove that the proposed
72656

system is robust, practical and secure against random tampering attacks on all nine samples. Watermarks survived combined insertion and deletion attack which are both localized
and dispersed. It provides better security since the attacker
won’t be aware of the existence of such an anti-malware system. Also, the algorithm has linear complexity which makes it
computationally efficient and obtains better accuracy. Getting
user input with a watermark to produce key in embedding
algorithm makes it more robust as there are least chances of
having the same key for two different software codes even
with the same watermark.
Using Zero-watermarking of static software code and particularly to prevent against cyber-attack is a novel idea and
no such zero software watermarking algorithms are available
to make a comparison of our proposed approach. However,
it is hereby claimed that none of the previous static software watermarking gives above 80% watermark accuracy on
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FIGURE 6. Accuracy of obtained watermark samples on three attacked
samples (S2A1, S2A2, and S2A3) obtained after the attack on original
code sample S2.

FIGURE 7. Accuracy of obtained watermark samples on three attacked
samples (S3A1, S3A2 and S3A3) obtained after attack on original code
sample S3.

average and to our best knowledge, watermarking has not
been used as a way to prevent cyber-attacks in past.
The KeySplitWatermark can be applied to protect software
source codes written in any programming language and of
finite length against attacks. The proposed approach can
be deployed as an anti-malware system and can make the
attacker’s efforts null and void. Also, we can detect and
observe the tampered part of code to identify attackers’ intentions.
V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

This section compares the performance of the KeySplitWatermark with the most recent relevant work on software
watermarking Experiments are carried out on this two programs: CompressDemo and CryptoEncryption used in previous research work by [40], to facilitate comparison and
used watermarks for 128, 256, 512, and 1024-bit random
binary sequences. The experimental setup is kept the same
as in [40] and the experiments are conducted in a system
environment with Intel Core I5 CPU, 4GB of RAM, and
Windows 10 operating system.
VOLUME 8, 2020

FIGURE 8. Execution time of KeySplitWatermark as compared with [40]
for CompressDemo program for 1.23, and 7.26 MB of data with varied size
watermarks.

To evaluate the watermarked program execution time
objectively, two different inputs are selected for each program. To reduce the interference of the operating system,
memory, and other environments on program execution time,
we run the programs 20 times with each input and calculated
the average time. The comparative results of experiments performed on the CompressDemo program with 1.23 MB files as
input and varied sizes of watermarks are given in Table 6. The
KeySplitWatermark is zero watermarking algorithm, hence
it does not utilize exceptions, so no binary encoding for
exceptions is needed. With our algorithm, there is no increase
in file size and execution time.
The comparative results of experiments performed on
CryptoEncryption program with 31KB file as input and varied size of watermarks are given in table 2. The reduction in
execution time can be observed in KeySplitWatermark due to
zero watermarking approach and no additional computation
needed for exception handling.
The reduction in execution time of the watermarked
CryptoEncryption and CompressDemo for [40] and for
KeySplitWatermark with different input sizes are shown in
Figures 8 and 9, respectively. Figure 8 shows the reduction
in execution time (ms) for input files of size 1.23 MB and
7.26 MB for the KeySplitWatermark as compared with [40]
after the watermarks of 128, 256, 512 and 1024 bits are
embedded in CompressDemo program. The KeySplitWatermark has reduced execution time with both input files even
when watermark size is 1024 bits.
Figure 9 shows the reduction in execution time (ms) for
input files of size 3 and 48 KB for KeySplitWatermark as
compared with [40] after the watermarks of 128, 256, 512 and
1024 bits are embedded in CryptoEncryption program. The
KeySplitWatermark reduce the execution time with both input
files for watermarks of varied sizes.
The execution time of the KeySplitWatermark is not dependent on watermark length. As the input size increases,
the watermarked program execution time increases too but
72657
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TABLE 6. Comparative results for increase in the size of the watermarked code and in execution time for CompressDemo with 1.23 MB file.

TABLE 7. Comparative results for increase in the size of the watermarked code and in execution time for CrptoEncryption with 31KB file.

TABLE 8. Attacks and results.

FIGURE 9. Execution time of KeySplitWatermark as compared with [40]
for CryptoEncryption program for with different inputs and varied size
watermarks.

that is a natural increase with no overhead of exception handling as in [40]. The algorithm proposed by
Wang et al. [40] shows degraded performance on programs
with a large number of loops, since if the watermarks are
embedded in these loops, large quantities of exception handling get executed, resulting in a significant increase in program execution time. In KeySplitWatermark, an increase in
the number of loops does not make any effect on program
execution time even with large inputs.
To further evaluate the robustness of the KeySplitWatermark, we use attack tools ASProtect, Upx, and Aspack to
attack the watermarked program and verify the correctness
of the extracted watermark. The experimental results are
shown in Table 8. The watermark can be extracted correctly
after attacks of encryption, shelling, and compression of
the watermarked programs. The original semantics of the
program are still maintained, although different attacks are
conducted.
The existing watermarking algorithms for static as well as
dynamic watermarking embed watermark in program files
which increase file size and execution time. In our proposed
method, we make no changes in program file, rather gen72658

erate key using the structure of file thus make no increase
in program size. The KeySplitWatermark also extracts 100%
watermark since the compression, encryption and shelling
does not change program code. Wang et al. [40] also extracted
100% watermark but at the cost of increased execution time
and increased file size. In our proposed approach, even if
program code gets tampered and 80% watermark sequence
gets extracted, it would be sufficient to claim copyright ownership. In KeySplitWatermark, where watermarking embedding is done once only and extraction is done only if any
copyright issues arises. There is no need to increase program
size and enhance execution time of program for watermark
embedding.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed KeySplitWatermark, a novel zero
watermarking approach to protect software code against
cyber-attacks. The algorithm is blind and adds watermark
logically into the code using the inherent properties of code
and provides a robust solution. The source code and the
user-provided watermark are used to produce a personalized
key that gets registered with the Certification Authority (CA)
and is used later by the extraction algorithm to identify the
original owner and to restore the original software code. Our
KeySplitWatermark logically embeds watermark, the presence of watermark is known by the original owner and CA
only. It is not possible to destroy the watermark without
altering the code significantly and if any change occurs in
code, the original code gets restored. The performance of
the algorithm was evaluated for tampering attacks made on
three different code samples and the results prove that the
VOLUME 8, 2020
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KeySplitWatermark is robust, secure and efficient with minimal computational requirements. We also compared the proposed algorithm with the relevant work and it outperformed
in terms of execution time, capacity and size. In this work,
we have used two watermarks and limited samples written
in two programming languages. In the future, this work can
be extended and evaluated for application-specific software
codes written in other programming languages with different
set and number of keywords.
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